Tissue paper tassel garland

Add a fun and colourful touch to any summer celebration with this lovely DIY tassel garland!

Crafty shopping list

- Tissue paper
- Strong glue
- Scissors
- Ribbon or twine
- See our suggested suppliers list online at mind.org.uk/crafternoon
How to make your tassel garland

1. Fold an average size sheet of tissue paper in half lengthwise. Then starting at the unfolded end, cut your paper into strips 1cm wide, stopping about 3cm from the fold.

2. Carefully unfold the cut sheet of tissue paper. Starting at one end, begin rolling the tissue paper along the fold, as tightly as possible. Continue rolling the tissue paper until you get to the end.

3. Now carefully twist the rolled centre.

4. Fold the paper tassel in half, and twist the rolled up centre into a loop. Glue the loop in place and wait 20 seconds for it to dry.

5. Thread your twine or ribbon through the loop, and repeat the steps with different colours of tissue paper until you’ve got a whole garland.

6. Take a photo of your pretty paper garland and share it with the hashtag #crafternoon on Facebook or Instagram.

Crafty variations

• Having an outdoor party? Scatter individual paper tassels among the tree branches to delight your guests.

• Use scraps of fabric instead of tissue paper to create a more durable and textured garland.

Thank you for taking part in Crafternoon. By fundraising at your Crafternoon you’re making sure no one has to face a mental health problem alone.

If you have any feedback about your Crafternoon, we’d love to hear from you.

Email: crafternoon@mind.org.uk

Telephone: 0300 999 3887